
Horcrux Hunt
Harry, Ron and Hermione have learned that Lord Voldemort has hidden his 7 Horcruxes somewhere in 

the Library and they need your help to find them! Decipher the clues to find the location of each 
Horcrux - but beware! - DO NOT take the actual Horcrux when you find it. Dumbledore left strict 

instructions that only Harry, Ron and Hermione can take them and destroy them! Take a Horcrux card 
to prove that you have found it.

1. This cursed object was Dumbledore's vice.  
On someone's finger, it looks very nice. 

The librarians guard it, they're in on the game,  
At the desk that has the same shape and name.  

 
2. At a young adult's ball, one might see this gleam, 

 Lost for years, its a Ravenclaw's dream.  
The books that speak, will be very near,  

When you find this Horcrux, your head will be clear. 
3. This next item has connections with an elf; 

 Blending with your favorite books on the shelf. 
You can find these stories in more than one place 

But this horcrux is in the kids & tween space. 

4. If you're feeling parched, try this first, 
Find what you seek and quench your thirst. 

Lucky for you, there's no boat or lake.  
The prize you seek is real, not a fake. 

5. Only certain wizards have the ability to speak  
to these kinds of creatures you'd find in a creek. 

On this library level, Moaning Myrtle feels at home, 
Find this slithery Horcrux before it can roam! 

6. Helga first used this Horcrux for dining, 
Beware, if it falls it could start multiplying! 

In a room of used items, you should take a look, 
There's a secret vault door, just like in the book.  

 
7. The last on the list is the hardest to find; 

we had no idea it was all in his mind, 
Take a rest in the chair, you're almost through. 

The lady of glass has quite a good view.   
 


